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Review of the film "Moana": "Moana" literally means "ocean", and the heroine
conquers her. True, not on the first try.And the young princess is akin to Indiana
Jones. She is fearless, moderately calculating, seductive and dangerously smart.
When Moana first encounters dangers in exotic lands, she is still inexperienced.
But over time, her character is tempered. Moana can change like a chameleon
and turn a yellow maid into a pink queen. She knows how to enjoy life, and
knows how to hate. Her self-confidence is intimidating. And her Amazon
friends, accustomed to winning, refuse to understand her when their neighbors
scream in horror, looking at her new ears. Moana is allowed to be unruly. But
soon she will rule the entire empire over a vast territory. And the new kingdom
Moana will call Moana - the Island of All the Inhabitants. Here you can frolic
enough, but at the same time expect that they will do the same to you. The
defenselessness of the weak is one of Moana's strongest weapons." So, the main
character is a child. What does it mean to be a child? This child is selfpromotion, self-aggrandizement, a desire for attention... After all, he was once a
child! The film "Moana" gives an adult explanation for children's fun. Moana is
a child accustomed to attention and adoration. She is Moana's child and she
needs it badly. â€œA child (later Moan), who ate food forbidden to him by his
father, especially sweet,â€ Moana says to the friendly hooting of the Amazons
who have already discovered elephants, â€œyou must ... drag into the desert to
be eaten by lions or, best of all, reed cats, servants of one of of the best holy
places in the world (Eco de Guinea). If you are afraid of a lion, then a baby
ostrich will come up ... If you are afraid of a cat, then a frog or even a spider ...
â€Oh gods, it has been proven! In order for a child to know his true strength,
so that he grows up surrounded by enemies, he must be sure of his own
impunity! After all, there are no friends for a child, he is lonely, his life is
difficult, but he so wants to do stupid things, to feel like a winner at last.
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Moana, in short, nature has dressed so that she is ready for anything for the sake
of the audience. â€œMoana tames s
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